Stardust grains recovered from meteorites provide high-precision snapshots of the isotopic 2 composition of the stellar environment in which they formed 1 . Attributing their origin to specific types of stars, however, often proves difficult. Intermediate-mass stars of 4-8 solar masses are expected to contribute a large fraction of meteoritic stardust 2, 3 . However, no grains have been found with characteristic isotopic compositions expected from such stars 4, 5 .
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This is a long-standing puzzle, which points to serious gaps in our understanding of the lifecycle of stars and dust in our Galaxy. Here we show that the increased proton-capture rate of 17 O reported by a recent underground experiment 6 leads to 17 O/ 16 O isotopic ratios that match those observed in a population of stardust grains, for proton-burning temperatures of 60-80 million K. These temperatures are indeed achieved at the base of the convective envelope during the late evolution of intermediate-mass stars of 4-8 solar masses [7] [8] [9] , which reveals them as the most likely site of origin of the grains. This result provides the first direct evidence that these stars contributed to the dust inventory from which the Solar System formed.
Stardust grains found in meteorites (and also interplanetary dust particles and samples returned from comet Wild 2) represent the very small fraction of presolar dust that survived destruction in the protosolar nebula. They condensed in the atmospheres of evolved stars and in nova and supernova ejecta and were preserved inside meteorites 1 . Their isotopic compositions are measured with high precision (few percent uncertainties) via mass spectrometry and represent a direct record of their site of formation, providing us with deep insights into stellar physics and the origin of elements and of dust in the Galaxy. Identified stardust includes both carbon-rich (diamonds, graphite, silicon carbide) and oxygen-rich (e.g., Al-rich oxides, silicate) grains, with the former condensing 3 from gas with C>O, and the latter from gas with C<O. Here we focus on oxide and silicate grains, which are classified into different groups mostly based on their oxygen isotopic compositions 10 . ("hot bottom burning", HBB, Figure 1 ). These are the brightest AGB stars, and the fact that they mostly show C/O<1 is attributed to the operation of the CN cycle, which depletes carbon 11 , in contrast to their less bright counterparts, which mostly show C/O>1 as a result of the dredge-up of He-burning material rich in carbon. using the available reaction rates 12 .
Currently, the preferred suggestion for the origin of Group II grains is that they formed in AGB stars of low mass (<1.5 M ) that did not dredge-up enough carbon to become C-rich but experienced extra mixing below the bottom of the convective envelope ("cool bottom processing", Figure 3 shows the surface evolution of the oxygen isotopic ratios for three AGB models (of initial mass 4.5, 5, and 6 M ) of solar metallicity that experience HBB (see Methods section), compared to observed isotopic ratios in Group II stardust grains. The models evolve through the first and second dredge-ups at 
